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- CHAPTER SIXTEEN -  

THE SELECTOR 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

2 days before, on December 29, 2020, 7:00 a.m. 

Dorm-Et-Cher, 

Chambord Castle, 

In front of the oratory of Francis I. 

 

 

— Open the door, Beagle said. 

— Do you think he'll have survived, Chief? 

— Who? Beagle replied, giggling. The serious guy? Or 

Henri Duboc? 

— Serious guy is your business, Chief Beagle. All I can tell 

you is that Duboc... I liked his books. In the old world, I mean... I 

don't know if that kind of skill would serve the colony in the fu-

ture, if he's still alive. 

— We don't need a scribe. But tell me, did he write some 

kind of fortune-telling novels? Kind of post-apocalyptic? I could 

have been one of his characters, maybe... 

— It's not impossible, chief... his novels were about the fu-

ture of humanity and its relationship to spirituality. And our Dar-

winian current is real thought, structuring chaos. Well, anyway, 
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he wrote some funny books too, chief Beagle... one of them made 

me laugh. 77 Murderers or something like that. 

Beagle pondered his irony for a moment, before chasing his 

thoughts away and regaining his character. 

— "Humour" and the post-apocalyptic... Well... let's see if 

he found the passage to the selector "funny" and if he knew how 

to "anticipate" his survival... come on, open up. And shine a light 

in there, we can't see anything. 

Sound of heavy metal mechanics, door opening, total 

blackness. Although it's a cold winter, the smell of a dirty hen-

house mingles with the smell of slowly decomposing human bod-

ies. Light beams, furtive movements, clouds of particles in sus-

pension, cackling of poultry, silhouettes of cats.     

On the bunks, a little movement. 

— Chief, I'll check... I think they're both alive! 

— Well... either the virus is going soft these days, or we've 

really got two big guys. You take Duboc out first, we'll talk a little 

bit, see what he's got in his gut. See what he's got in his speech. 

They bring the man in, dirty as mud. Shaggy, clothes cov-

ered with poultry droppings, the man's a 40-year-old who looks 

60. Diminished, he nevertheless has a lively look.  

— So you're a writer, right? Hello... I'm the leader of this 

colony. 

— I'm a writer for fun. The day it pays off, send me an e-

mail. I'm a doctor. And I know who you are, Beagle. 

— We don't like doctors, Mr. Duboc. They cure. They go 

against nature, in a way... Against its noble mission. Healers pre-

vent Nature from accomplishing her strongest selection, so you'll 

understand that you're not a very useful person in this place...  

— Well, you only have to think that doctor was just to in-

spire me, in my novels. 

— Be clever, it's distracting, I like it... A question. Why did 

you come to us? And how did you feel you could be of use to us 

here?  

One of Beagle's henchmen is coming forward. 

— That's not how he came, boss. We captured him on a 

raid. We were running out of tank patients. Everyone else was 

going to die. We brought him on board to act as a host for the 

virus and maintain the infection in the selector. 
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This is where Duboc scratches his head, looking all goofy. 

— Yes, Mr. Beagle, as far as I'm concerned, I caught Covid 

21 a month ago... No matter how many times I told your troops, 

they insisted on throwing me in there anyway. So, apart from 

smelling chicken shit and sucking on the stagnant water, I don't 

think I've "maintained your virus". But if you're looking for a car-

rier of psittacosis and leptos-pirosis, by the looks of it, I've got the 

profile now, so it should work out. 

Quiet. Beagle is torn between laughter and violence. The 

man may be in a deplorable state, but he stares at him with im-

pressive aplomb, which pleases the prophet of the colony who 

ends up smiling. Because this "Duboc" knows exactly what is at 

stake now: his survival.  

— Resisting selection pressure by the spirit is original, Mr. 

Duboc... What's it going to be? 

— So, uh... Let me add, don't be offended, that if by chance, 

you cut me with your blades, there... it will be a selection, cer-

tainly... But not one at all natural ! Don't ruin your whole train of 

thought by killing me, it would be such a pity. 

Beagle bursts out laughing and his troops follow. 

— That's very funny, Mr. Duboc... but this is not the court 

of King Francis I, and I have no care for a buffoon. So, since you 

didn't come to us, but now you can be one of us, since you've 

passed the selector... What could you possibly have to offer us? 

— Okay, let's think... You Darwinians don't heal. That's not 

your thing. I get that... But I have an idea... I mean... I think... who 

could bring us both... a lot? 

— We're all ears. 

— I can write your biography? Because, even if people 

don't have any money left, it will sell like hotcakes, the number 

of your fans will explode, and me, I'll finally sell millions of 

books and you won't be angry against me anymore because, hop 

!, I'll no longer do medicine. 

Once again, Beagle and his entire troupe are laughing their 

heads off. 

— We may need your slow jokers, Mr. Duboc. But... un-

fortunately, there's no room for those talents. My legend writes 

itself, as you know... But you've made us laugh, so I'm going to 

make you an offer. 
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— Yes? 

— I'm offering you the choice of how you're going to die, 

Mr. Duboc.  

— How do you propose to do that?  

— Fight, fall, suicide, stab, poison... It's a simple choice. 

It's about losing your life. You choose the way you die, we'll give 

it to you. And you'll earn our respect. 

— I will? Ah well... I've got it, then. 

— Tell us? 

— I would like to die of old age. 

Widespread laughter. Beagle hugs his ribs, the troops col-

lapse and even Duboc ends up laughing nervously. Tears are 

dried, and after some palaver, it is decided that the doctor will be 

released and escorted to the edge of the colony's territory. Beagle 

decided that the man had "overcome the pressure of selection and 

won his freedom with his mind": however, his mission is to tell 

everything that happened to him in the smallest details, including 

his passage through the selector. According to Beagle, this should 

discourage tourists and convince real potential recruits to come 

and try their luck. The doctor is given a pat on the back, some 

food and water, and then escorted back to the town and thanked 

for his funny business. 

None of the Darwinians, however, have any idea of the de-

ception that has just taken place. The author Henri Duboc, while 

being taken away from this hell, thinks of one thing: his mother, 

who had just saved his life by teaching him the history of France 

for hours as a child.  

No one here suspects that this scene has already been 

played, 500 years ago: almost word for word, and that the final 

saving touch is not his.  

Triboulet, Francis I's fool at court, condemned to death by 

the King for insulting his mistress, had the intelligence to answer 

the sovereign that he chose " to die of old age": the reply had made 

the king laugh so much that he banished him rather than execute 

him.  

Same castle, in another time, held by another sovereign. 

— All right, enough laughter. Take out the other one, Mr. 

"Sagen", we'll see if he's fit to talk. 
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It's far from being the case. They’re pulling his lifeless 

body out of his bed. He's wallowing heavily on the ground. He 

seeks his breath for a long minute, face down, before his breathing 

rate gradually decreases and allows him to finally speak a little. 

He is dragged to the ground, to bring him face to face with Beagle. 

— Mr. Sagen, hi... You're at 25 respiratory rate. That's a lot 

of air. We're at D7. My question is simple: is it harder or easier 

for you to breathe than it was the day before? 

— Easier... I'm better now. 

— That's good. That's good. So you're going to survive. 

We've made some statistics, Mr. Sagen. Those who get through 

D7 and say "I'm better", get through 95% of the time. Well done. 

We'll be able to work together. 

Haggard, half-dead, Sagen just chinned up looking for air. 

— Good. The weapons catalogue you showed us for your 

desperate little haggling is impressive. You're what? CIA?  MI6? 

Or a retired CIA operative working for a private, state-commis-

sioned, scumbag security firm? 

Sagen's answer is simple: one look. He's all of those things. 

— All right, I get it, I figured... So I'll tell you what I spot-

ted that I liked, and for which the Darwinians will be ready to 

fight. 

Endless silence. Hanging by his shoulders, held at Beagle 

height by two men, Sagen has had the best of times: 

— You... want... what... Beagle? 

— Haven't you guessed? 

— No... 

— I want your tomahawks. 

Beagle looks up. The tomahawk, a powerful hatchet with a 

short handle, is standard equipment in the US Army. 

— Yes, Sagen... The Native American weapon is strong, 

light, repairable... and eternal. Unlike your grenades and hand-

guns... 

— And... our crossbows? 

— I make my deal as I see fit, Mr. Sagen. Go back to the 

selector and rest a while. We'll bring you food and drink, you've 

earned it. Now you only have one more question for me. 

— No wait... Not just yet... 

— Yes? Tell us? 
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— I'd be better... When? 

— I think that if you don't keep any after-effects, in 5 to 7 

days, you'll be out and on your feet... 

— You must... do something... For... my mission... 

— Let’s here it. 

— If you spot... a woman... an American woman... Fifty, a 

little strong... 

— What's her name? 

— She... uses 20 of them... Don't... do... anything... But find 

out... where she's going... Keep an eye on her... She'll probably 

work... in the medical field.  

— That's fine. There are still a lot of Darwinians who have 

kept in touch with their families, it helps to keep track of what's 

going on outside... Now, go back in there and think of one thing. 

— What's that? 

— You asked me the other day if I could mobilize my men, 

get someone murdered, right? I can. What we're gonna miss is a 

good reason to kill him. Without a motivation consistent with 

Darwinian thinking, you'll get nothing.  
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- CHAPTER SEVENTEEN - 

RUN 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

February 24, 2021, 9:34 p.m. 

University Hospital of Tours 

Cardiac catheterization room 

 

 

Froggy, it's you! YOU are my mission! So you come, stu-

pid boy! Get the gear, come on! On your back, and you grab the 

case of hydroalcoholic solution and now we run!   

Violence. Both the words of the elusive Margaret and the 

force deployed to pull me by the arm and pull me out of the cor-

onary room. 

I’m the mission. My mind is spinning at full speed and does 

not see how me, a simple cardiologist who only wants to live with 

my family in the Loir-et-Cher while waiting for mankind to finish 

wading in the damn Covid 21, could be the mission of an Ameri-

can surgeon on the road who seems to hide a life that is anything 

but honest.  

Running beside her with a power that my legs didn't know, 

my thoughts drown in striated and panicked screams that rever-

berate through the hospital corridors.  
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Liliana.  

She screams. 

The intern with the big lungs: her silhouette gallops away, 

barking that Darwinians are "robbing the hospital". 

It doesn't take long.   

Other cries, more serious. 

Stricter.  

More military. 

— Froggy! Remember the photo I told you about? Your 

house, your kids, your wife? You give up on me, your little para-

dise, it's dead! Run and stay with me if you want to live!  

Terror screams at me to run away, but it is held back by the 

survival instinct that pounds Margaret's words.  

I don't care about dying. Disappearing on my own, the 

thought of it upsets me. But the thought that something could hap-

pen to my family drives me crazy.  

— Come on, Froggy, let's get out of here, and, at the end of 

the night, you'll be home hugging your family, okay? 

— If anything happens to my kids, I'll kill you, Margaret.  

Unknown vocabulary in my own mouth. The day is full of 

surprises.  

— Yeaah! It's good when you talk like that, Frog!  But at 

the special school I come from, I learned that a guy like you, if 

you touch his family, it's super dangerous. Like a grenade when 

it's open, you know?  

Gregarious roars getting clearer. More audible. Definitely 

a salvo of orders. In front, behind, right or left, the echo makes it 

impossible to identify the source. As in all hospitals, we pass 

through a labyrinthine architectural patchwork. Sometimes old 

and yellowed corridors full of frightened nurses, sometimes 

gloomy staircases... and in between, wide glass corridors of im-

peccable design.  

Margaret amazes me: she slants like a fox on the path of 

her burrow, while I recognize nothing of our course of arrival. 

Stolen doors, empty rooms... this unlikely epic seems to have nei-

ther direction nor meaning.  

— Where the hell are we going, Margaret?! 
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— It's the plan and my brain that decide, Froggy. Hey, I 

studied before I came! When will you realize that I'm a profes-

sional? Come on, let's get on with it, we're ready... 

Move ahead. 

Crouching figures. 

Sound bang. 

Lightning flashes. 

Former sports shooter, not the first time I've heard gun-

shots. But wiping out bursts of automatic weapons, that's new. 

Moment suspended. Unreal. It's like a slow-motion movie se-

quence, but without the dust and the shrapnel from the walls. Just 

whistles: half-strident, half-deaf, the buzzing of threatening hor-

nets flying close to my ears.  

Obviously, those who shoot at us are aiming at our heads. 

Margaret acts accordingly. 

— Frog, you throw your package! Now! 

I do it. Running around like a rugby player, I forgot the 

bottles of hydroalcoholic solution under my arm, stolen from the 

coronary artery angiography room. 

Neither one nor two: I throw the package in front of me. 

I watch it take off, and then I feel like I suddenly lose my 

balance.  

As I fall, after Margaret's vigorous paw-hook, I can see at 

the end of the large corridor, five or six metres ahead, the group 

of men darting at us hidden behind the corridor's door leaves. 

I'm flying. 

The bullets whistle. 

Margaret grabs my ankles with a twisting motion: I'm 3/4 

back when I hit the ground violently, with a sharp blow. The im-

pulse is so powerful that I roll to the side and hit the wall of the 

corridor. By the time I realign my eyes, I see one thing: Margaret, 

who has drawn her gun, aims, and finally screams, looking furi-

ous: 

— Shit! Shit! Fuck! 

Not what she wanted: when it fell to the side, the packet of 

bottles of hydroalcoholic solution burst instead of spinning at the 

end, towards our assailants: a festival of plastic bottles that 

bounce back and roll in all directions. 
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New gust. Margaret retaliates, fast and precise, silencing 

the enemy fire for a moment. One knee on the ground, she shoots 

twice. A soldier collapses face down in a pool of blood, after I 

clearly saw the emptiness in his eyes and the scarlet hole in the 

middle of his forehead.  

And suddenly, silence. 

Nothing more. A moment of calm and unreal floating. I 

don’t even have the time to realize that I'm an accomplice in the 

murder of a soldier, that we're moving on. 

Across the corridor, they don't move. They're staring at a 

spot on the ground, gently turning their faces.  

One of the bottles kept going. It's rolling. Slowly, patiently, 

almost conscientiously. Without a sound. We all look at it as she 

passes the door wings, right through the middle, and then stops.  

Right up to the men who are ducking us. 

When I look at Margaret, all I see is a machine making 

things happen the way she wants them to happen. The flutter lasts 

two seconds. 

Margaret's firing. The bottle bursts. 

First bullet sprays the bottle: rain of 70° hydro-alcoholic 

solution. The second bullet is fired in the middle of the cloud of 

suspended liquid, which immediately ignites. It is a bluish fire-

ball, then a torrential rain of flames that falls on the soldiers: 

panic, flight, high-pitched scream. Two of the men turn into a 

torch and roll to the ground in pure waste. Two others run in every 

direction to extinguish the flames that rise over their bodies. An-

other, scattered by the blaze, lies down on a brother-in-arms to 

extinguish the flames on his lattice. 

Pure waste: Margaret shoots. His skull deforms. Some 

glowing bone fragments escape. 

On the floor against the wall, ringing, I wonder if every-

thing I see is true. 

What's all this shit? What's happening to me? 
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A few moments later,  

I can't tell you how long it's been. 

 

 

Blackout. 

Slap. 

— Frog! Can you hear me? Froggy, wake up!  

Emerging. Emerging fast.  

Intense heat on my face. Like when you forget yourself in 

the sun. Accompanied by an immense, aggressive, implacable 

glow. 

A brutal release from my torpor.  

The fire. 

A hand in front of my face, my eyes painfully open to the 

intense radiation, I realize that I am standing. At the end of the 

corridor. The flames are all around us and lick the walls. Atro-

cious smell of plastic and burnt meat, blackish smoke spreading 

dangerously. 

At my feet, the dead soldiers. Grilled. Margaret picked their 

pockets and took what she could. She carries two rifles slung 

across her shoulder, a belt, a knife, and she's covered with tanks. 

As for me, I look, stunned, at the automatic pistol I'm holding in 

my right hand. On my chest, two military rucksack straps. It's ter-

ribly heavy. And as for what's inside, who knows? 

— Okay, you're back. Good, then run, Froggy! Run!  

The stress, and all that it multiplies tenfold as a reflex: from 

the depths of my brain resurfaces the instruction of my distant 

years of sport shooting. The first thing is to avoid inopportune  

shots, and I do exactly what it takes to make that happen: I run 

like a maniac, gun in hand.  

The unbearable heat is going away, we go down a stairwell. 

I don't know where we're going, but one thing's for sure, we're 

going up. Between the stairs, I study the machine: at first sight a 

Beretta type model, a heavy automatic pistol, 9 mm calibre.  

Not crazy.  

The magazine isn't inserted in the grip: it's empty.  

— OKAY. Stop, Frenchie, we're taking two seconds, we 

need to talk... 

— I... would you... what's... the plan? 
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I realize two things. Being out of breath and carrying a huge 

bag doesn't stop me from running at all. Then, both automatic ri-

fles swear funny on the green of Margaret's health care tunic, in 

the colours of "Santé Réunie". She and I look like pistol-players 

in a Mexican army. 

We left the Chateau-La-Vallière hospital in our work 

clothes, putting on and off the hygienic rules, our large jackets 

remaining in my car.  

— Kid, the plan is to get out of this shit and for that we're 

gonna have to fire everywhere. There’re 50 soldiers stationed here 

running around right now looking for us, we've got to go back. 

I'm not answering anything. 

— So, first thing, I want to go up and see which way we're 

going to get to your car, my dear, okay? 

— And the second thing? 

— That's what's in your hand. The gun. Here you go. I'll 

give you the clip. And a second one, even. Come on. Take that. 

I remain as stupid as I am impassive. I hesitate. Looking at 

the whites of her eyes requires a gigantic effort. I find in it what 

I've only had to endure for a few hours: an implacable determina-

tion. 

— Ah ah ah... OK, let me explain. Now, Froggy... the nice 

little cardiologist is gone. He's a super killer now, wanted, killing 

the military. You want to get out of this? You're stuck with me. 

You're shooting behind my back? In five minutes, you're dead, 

kid. They'll kill you. Cause they're hungry, guys. Those are the 

times, that's how it is, baby. I'm all you got left. The gun is if I'm 

in danger, or if you're in danger and I'm not there... then you save 

us. 

— Margaret, I've understood that for a while now. I just 

want to know one thing. 

— I'm listening. 

— Why are we doing all this? What do you want from me? 

What's your goal, and what does that mean, that I'm your mis-

sion? 

— That, my darling... you'll know if we get out of here 

alive.  

— Margaret, if I know what we're up to, it'll motivate me. 
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— You want motivation? If we're not off the grounds of 

this hospital in five minutes, we're dead. You coming?    

In no time, we're going up the stairs four by four. Thirty 

seconds later, a door opens onto a roof.  

Freezing whiplash. 

Winter, the wind.  

And in light care suits, it stings.  

The door slams into a big metallic noise. 

Although the atmosphere will warm up very quickly.  

We're on the roof of one of the hospital wings: five meters 

in front of us, kneeling, two men. A mixed patrol, a soldier and a 

gendarme: they scan the perimeter of the security zone, their 

heads above the parapet, with binoculars. 

— Corporal, damn it! It's war, and you're making an iron 

noise! Well then, did you find something to drink?   

Sideration. It's the gendarme who turned around. The man 

got up and stretched, quietly. He has both arms up in the air when 

he realises that neither Margaret nor I look like a gendarme cor-

poral. He's staring at us with his two exorbitant eyes. 

In a second, Margaret is looking at the man who shouldn't 

have left his gun on the ground. She stuck a combat knife to his 

throat, tipped him backwards, continued to move forward, kept 

one hand on the weapon, which she withdrew in a stream of blood, 

and threw herself on the soldier on the ground, barely turned over. 

She pushes the blade into his orbit, up to the guard.  

Barely a muffled scream. She twists the blade twice, the 

eyeball comes out, the man convulses: it's over. 

As if nothing had happened, she takes the knife out and 

wipes it dry, then slips it into her stolen belt case and kneels down 

in front of the parapet. She retrieves the soldier's binoculars and 

signals to me.   

— Frog, you coming. Bring your bag. 

Neither one nor two, I join her, trembling, trying to contain 

my terror by going beyond the bodies. 

 Ignore them. Stay focused, think of your family, old Guy. 

You have no choice.  

I reach her height, she grabbed the binoculars: I don't know 

anything about optical equipment, but considering the size and the 
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various growths, it seems possible to see in the middle of the 

night. 

— Come on, shh. We're watching 30 seconds. Then we're 

gonna give 'em the super mess everywhere. Look, over there, 

that'll be our exit. 

Downstairs, it's buzzing with orders. Margaret's pointing 

me in the distance at the hospital perimeter fence. I can't see any-

thing but yards of fence. 

— Okay, what about my car? 

— Sorry, kid, look over there.  

She's passing me the binoculars. Funny way to fulfil an old 

dream: when I imagined one day looking through night vision 

binoculars, it wasn't to see militaries boning my car in the hospital 

parking lot. 

Injustice. Impotence. As Margaret whispers to me her plan 

that slips through my brain, that's all I feel, when I can clearly see 

a man searching the glove compartment. He'll find my papers, my 

derogatory authorisations: all nominative, as a "health worker". 

Tonight, or tomorrow morning, they will arrive at my house, 

where they will only find my wife and my children. And they will 

question them. 

You're gonna have to move, Guy Lafaye, if you want to get 

out of this shit. Stop shaking like a wimp. Pull yourself together. 

Pull yourself together. Now! 

— Okay, I got a plan, kid... You open your bag? 

Not one or two, I'm in it up to my neck, I'm running out and 

pulling the zippers on the huge stuff. I find there all the material 

stolen from the coronary angiography room that she must have 

stuffed inside during my blackout, but most of all, a large rectan-

gular case.  

— Ahhh... you see that, Froggy? she said as she opened the 

box on the floor, revealing a huge gun in pieces. It's PGM Hecate 

II! Call it luck. You French know how to make French fries and 

guns. I'm in love with this one, Froggy.   

She's pulling the pieces out of the box one by one. Obvi-

ously, it's not the first time she's used it. It seems to weigh a ton, 

she handles the parts like toys, and in the dark, without making 

them clash. Simmons, one of my favourite authors, explained in 

his "Evil Chessboard" that you don't really know a weapon until 
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you know what it is and how to take it apart in the dark. Obvi-

ously, Margaret does not even need moonlight. Breech, stock, re-

moval of the muzzle brake and fitting the silencer, she did it in no 

time. She takes off her shoes from the full magazine and, satisfied, 

then grins at her watch: 

— Four minutes, thirty seconds Froggy, and we're not out. 

So? Do we die or not? You want the good news? 

I sigh as I raise my eyes to the sky: even if she terrors me, 

I am forced to admit that this woman is unbelievable. 

— So, she says, backing up the gun and placing the bipod 

on the parapet. Scope already mounted, no adjustment. Fifty cal-

ibre, anti-material ammunition, I even prefer it to the missile 

launchers this thing... and I will shoot max at 300 meters! While 

I could destroy a mosquito's ass at 1 kilometre, so easy! And on 

top of that, we've got the silencer! We're not even going to make 

a no... 

And there, an inhuman, colossal scream, out of nowhere 

resounds to tear our eardrums: I almost fall into the void and feel 

my heart rise to 160 of cardiac frequency.  

If I make it through, I promise to write a book. It's not pos-

sible, it's a joke! 

I crush my hands over my ears: the alarm sirens of the se-

curity perimeter started to scream, and they had to be installed 

here, a few meters behind us. The same general alarm siren that 

is customary in French cities every first Wednesday of the month. 

The dreadful noise seems to cheer up my fellow partner. She’s 

screaming. 

— PERFECT! YOUR MATES ARE DUMB, YOU 

KNOW THAT? I CAN MAKE THREE TIMES AS MUCH 

NOISE! 

Let's do it. 

First, she fires towards the back of the area, towards the 

grill, and carries away two voluminous amounts of concrete and 

metal that were holding up a barrier that collapsed to the ground. 

The casings ejected through the manual breech, then she targeted 

the military fuel tank: there is always one in the security perime-

ters. A second later, the fuel spills on the ground, she fires a sec-

ond shot and here is the hospital with a second fire on its hands. 

It's my turn to scream. 
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— Calm down, damn it Margaret! What's wrong with you? 

This is a fucking hospital!  

— I know, but look, I'm cool, right? I'm not blowing up 

their liquid oxygen supply, which would be great! Shut up, Frog! 

And sit down or you'll get us spotted!  

Thinking of the hundreds of Covid 21 patients in their beds 

who, without this oxygen, would die in less than a minute, I'm 

thinking that this woman is a total enigma. 

After seven strokes, she recharges. Hecatomb among mili-

tary vehicles. A 4x4 of the gendarmerie and a transport of material 

get their engines shot out. Two military jeeps are put out of action, 

a third one driving with armed men standing in the back, sees a 

front wheel explode and runs into the scenery after having scat-

tered its soldiers on the road. 

Underneath, there is total panic... 

— Okay, six minutes, now... we're going down, but first, 

hop! 

And then she gets up like the devil. I hadn't seen her, but 

she had picked up and tied up in a bundle a few bottles of hydroal-

coholic solution, which I watched her throw far away after swirl-

ing the bag. 

She repositions herself, pulls her handgun out of her belt, 

aims, and shoots, shoots again... 

And on the vehicles of the nursing staff, twenty metres be-

low, a veritable flood of hell descends. 

— Go, go! We'll go through the ambulance, you'll see, kid. 

Four minutes later, as it's running in all directions in the 

security perimeter, Margaret and I, in a freshly stolen EMS truck 

with a screaming siren, we cross the hospital, in full view of eve-

ryone, avoiding the fire, then we smash what's left of the security 

perimeter fence she'd shot down, before getting away. We go 

deeper into the night. After 500 meters, she cuts off the lights, 

flashing lights and sirens. 

- Froggy? 

- What! 

- Are you okay? 

- Are you okay? Are you out of your mind? No, absolutely 

not! Have you... 
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- Okay, shut up, then. Keep busy, dear. Enter the address 

I'm gonna give you into the truck's GPS. And you'll know your 

assignment. But frankly, darling, you're a big sucker sometimes. 

     

   

 

 


